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Because of their secure seal and flexibility, BFM® fittings are ideal for use in applications involving compression.  This is typically in 
applications such as bag feeders, filling heads or bulk bag fillers where the upper machine moves in a vertical motion up and down, 
compressing the connector as it moves down.

The compression action tends to fold the connector material in random places, potentially causing faster wear and tear than normal. It is 
therefore recommended that connectors used in compression applications should have internal support to maintain their shape.  There are 
several products within the BFM® fittings range that are particularly suited to applications involving compression:

Compression
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BFM® CONNECTORS WITH SUPPORT RINGS
Rings are inserted in the connectors to help keep the connector 
walls open and maintain its integrity during up compression.  
Stainless Steel (SS) support rings can be inserted into connectors 
up to 450mm (18") in diameter, above that they must be plastic 
support rings. Plastic support rings can also be used for metal 
detection applications. 
Seeflex 020E connectors with rings have an approximate 
compression ratio of 5:1 and Seeflex 040E connectors 21/2:1.

BFM® FLEXI CONNECTORS
There are BFM® flexi connectors available in 100, 150, 200, 250 
and 300mm  (4, 6, 8, 10 and 12") diameters. The BFM® flexi has a 
stainless steel spiral wire wrapped in Urethane and are ideal for use 
where it is critical that the connector is held open while it moves 
up or down and as the product flows through the connector.
BFM® Flexi connectors have an approximate compression ratio 
of 3:1 
(NB: the ratio is slightly less on shorter lengths due to the 50mm gap at the top the 
top and bottom of the connector, before the flexi-coil begins.) 

APPLICATIONS - COMPRESSION

SEEFLEX 020E 
200mm dia x 500mm L
(8 inch dia x 20 inch L) 
4 x rings

SEEFLEX 040E 
200mm dia x 500mm L
(8 inch dia x 20 inch L)
4 x rings

FLEXI-CONNECTOR
200mm dia x 500mm L
(8 inch  dia x 20 inch L)

Ring spacing: 
100mm/4 inch

Ring spacing: 
100mm/4 inch

Coil spacing: 
30mm/1 inch

Compressed 
Height:
100mm/4 inch

Compressed 
Aperture:  
150mm/6 inch

Compressed 
Height:
200mm/8 inch

Compressed 
Height:
250mm/10 inch

Compressed 
Aperture:  
150mm/6 inch

Compressed 
Aperture:  
200mm/8 inch

Stainless Steel Ring Plastic Ring

COMPRESSION COMPARISON:  SEEFLEX WITH RINGS VS FLEXI CONNECTOR

NOTE:  Measurements in mm are exact, inches are approximate.
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